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TRENDS & FORECASTING 

What Happens After You Fire Your Town’s Government? 

 

By Nicholas West 

Introduction 

For the fourth year running, the latest “fear” survey from Chapman           
University indicates that Americans continue to identify the        
greatest threat to their personal liberty: government. If one were          
only to watch the mainstream news, however, this concern would          
barely register amid the political scandals, stock market roller         
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coaster, and of course your neighbor who could be a sleeper cell            
for the other political party … or worse. But when asked           
point-blank how they really feel, the conclusion among Americans         
is somewhat promising. 

 

But if we look at the overall fear trend, there is some really good              
news. Here is what the last 4 years look like, by percentage, as             
government corruption took the lead in 2015: 

● 2015 – 58% 
● 2016 – 60.6% 
● 2017 – 74.5% 
● 2018 – 73.6% 

Obviously, the devil is always in the details with statistics like this,            
and 4 years of data from 1,000 random individuals is not a huge             
data set for establishing a definitive long-term trend. These         
statistics often depend on how questions are framed, at the very           
least. However, according to the Tenth Amendment Center, trust         
in government has been noted in a wide variety of scientific polls,            
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indicating that the decline in trust is an ongoing trend that dates            
back at least 60 years. 

But perhaps the most striking aspect of the chart above is that            
nearly all of the other problems in the top 10 are also created by              
government and its entrenched policies that are coercive and/or         
flat-out corrupt. This shows me that people are at least intuitively           
aware that much of their prosperity and liberty is being          
undermined by the wider systems of governance that are         
currently in place. 

Nevertheless, despite identifying the crux of the issue, Americans         
are still clearly caught up with trying to fix their problems with the             
very same instrument (voting) that created those problems in the          
first place. Sane minds might call that a version of insanity. Or            
maybe it’s the fear that has most people unable to see a better             
way out of their current predicament. As the great author Frank           
Herbert once stated: “fear is the mindkiller.” 

Unfortunately, this fearful state of unreason has turned America         
into a bona fide police state, again without the recognition that the            
entire law enforcement apparatus is just a subset of the          
“corruption of government officials” that Americans place at the         
top of their list of concerns. 

Although the trend of awareness is looking quite positive for the           
States, it might realistically be a very long time if ever that a mass              
awareness is properly directed in a practical manner on such a           
large scale. It also might be dangerous to sit back and hope for             
such a situation to manifest. In the meantime, there are a few            
promising local experiments taking place with voluntaryist ideas,        
made all the more impressive within the States and its          
overwhelming climate of fear. So, too, there are stories from          
around the world where entrenched corruption has in some cases          
become so unbearable that certain locations are experimenting        
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with what can only be described as anarchy – essentially “without           
rulers.” 

So what happens when this dreaded anarchy breaks out? 

 

Cormorant, Minnesota 

One of the most heartwarming stories I’ve come across in recent           
years comes from this small town. The 1,000 residents elected          
Duke, a Great Pyrenees, as their mayor in 2014. The first result            
came about by accident; however, after his fine performance he          
was re-elected twice. 

“I don’t know who would run against him, because he’s done           
such great things for the community,” Karen Nelson, a         
resident of Cormorant told local ABC affiliate WDAY, before         
the election. 
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“Everybody voted for Duke, except for one vote for his          
girlfriend, Lassie,” Duke’s owner David Rick said after Duke         
won. 

Man’s best friend indeed! Duke’s exceptional ability to promote a          
sense of community is a far cry from dire warnings of societal            
breakdown should those “professionals” in politics not steer the         
ship in our best interest. 

Talkeetna, Alaska 

Well, perhaps you are not a dog person. No worries, this town of             
900 residents elected its own honorary great statesman, Mayor         
Stubbs the cat, who oversaw freedom for nearly 10 years. It’s           
been reported that in the wake of Stubbs’ death in 2017, his            
progeny Denali is showing a similar potential for political         
greatness and is in the running to assume the mantle. 

 

These two stories are not even anomalies, there have been quite           
a few other experiments in animal governance throughout the         
States. Yet, I could find no evidence of any signs of social chaos             
following their reign. 
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A lighthearted approach can go a long way, even as the           
preservation of liberty is a very serious matter. 

Here are some other experiments, escalating from small to large          
populations, that provide evidence of what a better way forward          
might look like. 

Blandford, Massachusetts 

This town of 1,200 had an interesting scenario where the          
enforcement agents of the state themselves felt as if government          
officials were putting them at risk. All four of the town’s officers            
resigned after their complaints were repeatedly ignored. 

“The town is asking officers to patrol in cars that have no a/c,             
no snow tires, and no four-wheel drive, on days that have           
been 90 plus degrees, and previously in blizzard conditions,”         
the statement read. 

“They are asking us to do this with no radio coverage, no            
real backup if needed, and all for $14 or $15 an hour. Would             
you put your lives on the line in these conditions? I don’t            
think so.” (Source) 

Sand Point, Alaska 

Another town of 1,000 similarly saw its police force quit and its            
chief of police resign, in this case due to non-job-related          
decisions. Nevertheless, no chaos ensued. 

“Everyone was busy fishing, which was great,” Austin Roof,         
the general manager of the local public radio station KSDP          
830 AM said. 
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“You’ve been lying to us for years. No party is welcome in Podgora” 

Podgora, Bosnia 

“No party is welcome” is the new slogan for this town of 700 not              
far from the capital of Sarajevo. Given the horrific history of that            
region, it’s a small but very bold new direction. 

"Enough lies!" Adi Silajdzic, 47, told AFP when asked why he           
supported the village's politician blockade. 

"We're fed up that every time they come they tell us stories            
and make promises to ensure votes." 

"And every time, on the day after the elections, it is as if             
nothing had happened, as if they did not even come to see            
us," said the unemployed father. 

But “Who will fix the infrastructure!?” Wait for it… 
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Sitting around a wooden table in the shade of a plum tree, a             
group of local men said Podgora has been neglected by          
authorities ever since the war, which left lasting damage on          
Bosnia's economy and infrastructure. 

"We are the ones who replace bulbs for the street lights,"           
said Silajdzic. 

"We do not have a single garbage container, there is no bus,            
and the drinking water supply system was constructed        
before the war with asbestos cement pipes that were not          
replaced," he explained. 

Osman Hasic, a 56-year-old pensioner, joked: "They have        
promised so many times to pave the streets that the cement           
should be at least one metre thick by now."… 

Those who remain are eager for change. But many in          
Podgora see politics as a dead end. 

"We changed, voted for one (party), then for others, but it's           
still the same," said Vedad Silajdzic, 43, a construction         
worker. 

"They are all the same. They fight for the armchair and once            
in it, they do not think about people anymore," Hasic added. 

Interestingly, polls across Bosnia show a general dissatisfaction        
with government that hovers just a bit above that of the States at             
80 percent. 
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“For the good of Cherán, our families have decided NO to political parties” 

Cherán, Mexico 

By now you might be thinking that the aforementioned examples          
are untested or at least short-term success stories. But then we           
get to the most serious statement yet … with a much larger            
population.  

It’s no secret that some parts of Mexico have been thoroughly           
taken over by cartels and their corrupt government counterparts.         
The situation in Cherán became so extreme that the town of           
13,000 organized and declared that they would return to         
indigenous self-governance. As Counter Markets’ own Derrick       
Broze has reported, this involved a lot of hardship during the           
transfer, but has resulted in a lasting peace that is now in its 7th              
year. 

When Cherán rose up, the local mayor, his cabinet, and all           
the local police fled the community and left community         
members to fend for themselves. This and many other         
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details that would come to light during first months of the           
uprising exposed the collusion of local politicians and the         
police with organized crime and the very violent and illicit          
logging activity. 

Once the corrupt police and politicians left, the community         
collected the weapons, vehicles, and uniforms and       
established their own “ronda comunitaria” or community       
guard. When the uprising first began you might see elderly          
women with sticks defending the community. These days the         
community guard is mostly young men and women with         
professional weapons. 

Seven years later and Cherán has one of the lowest          
levels of violence in all of Mexico. Quite an         
accomplishment while living in the violent state of        
Michoacán.  

“[Cherán’s] main achievement has been peace. It has the         
lowest homicide rate in all of Michoacán – and maybe all of            
Mexico outside of [the south-eastern state of] Yucatán, ”         
Benjamín Fernández, a sociologist at the Centre for        
Research and Higher Studies in Social Anthropology       
(Ciesas), told The Guardian. 

“The only thing the parties have done is divide us,” said           
Salvador Ceja, Cherán’s communal lands commissioner.      
“Not just here – in the entire country.” 

Shortly after the uprising, all cell phone, television, and radio          
service were reportedly shut off, disconnecting the people        
from the rest of the world. In this space, the people of            
Cherán came together to organize nightly “fogatas’, or        
campfire barricades, which became the central meeting       
points for organizing. During this process the community        
came to a consensus and agreed to return to their traditional           
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forms of self-governance using a collective decision-making       
process that continues today. 

Please also see this video with Jeff Berwick and Luke Rudkowski           
that shows what real anarchy looks like in this Mexico town. 

Acapulco, Mexico 

This beautiful city of 1,000,000 people has become one of the           
most dangerous on the planet in recent years. It also          
demonstrates the complexities of governance and security. In this         
case, it took federal and state forces to disarm the entire local            
Acapulco police department after it was determined that they         
were integrally linked to drug cartels and directly responsible for          
homicides. Resident expat Jeff Berwick explained the situation: 

“It is hard for foreigners—especially statist, indoctrinated       
Americans—to understand, but it is much more free market         
and anarchistic than the U.S. Your average Mexican        
doesn’t like government or police. And, in Mexico, there         
isn’t much difference between the cartels, government,       
and police. They are all factions of the same groups.” 

In fact, Berwick went as far as to say that when comparing            
government, police and the cartels in Mexico, “the least         
harmful have been the cartels.” 

“In many places, it is the cartels that help to protect people in             
their area. So, this news that the police in Acapulco has           
been removed is multifaceted,” Berwick explained. “It is        
always good when the police are removed, in my opinion.          
The fact that they were removed by the military is the           
negative as the military works for the federal government.         
But, to date, the military in this area hasn’t caused much           
harm to the locals.  So, I take it as a positive.” 
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Bogotá, Colombia 

While this story does not involve the direct physical violence seen           
in Mexico, traffic fatalities are among the leading causes of death           
the world over. To make matters worse, one of the main areas of             
police corruption in the United States is the use of quotas that            
incentivize police to write tickets for anything and everything that          
remotely looks like an infraction. In the worst cases, crimes are           
just completely made up to extort innocent citizens through fines          
and/or civil asset forfeiture. Apparently, it’s no different in         
Colombia’s capital. To his credit, Bogotá’s mayor Antanas        
Mockus is not an apologist for police corruption. Instead, he has           
taken a novel approach toward providing a demonstrable solution:         
replacing half of the traffic police with mimes. 

“In a society where human life has lost value. There cannot           
be another priority than re-establishing respect for life as the          
main right and duty of citizens,” Mockus says. 
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Instead of writing tickets, the mimes were unleashed upon         
the city to direct traffic, while applauding good drivers and          
mocking bad ones. Surprisingly, the city saw a 50 percent          
drop in traffic fatalities, less congestion, and an overall         
better culture of driving. 

This experiment in what is essentially voluntary policing in a city           
of more than 10 million people cannot be overstated in its           
significance. If Bogotá can maintain its mime traffic police regime          
and see a continued decline in accidents and corruption, it should           
serve as a model for anywhere else on the planet that genuinely            
wishes to offer better governance and safety for citizens. 

“It was a pacifist counterweight. With neither words nor         
weapons, the mimes were doubly unarmed. My goal was to          
show the importance of cultural regulations,” Mockus said. 

Individual Solutions 

Perhaps the above examples will remain outliers amid the general          
population’s addiction to leaders and centralized government       
programs. However, there are smaller resistance movements and        
stories of community organization that indicate a firm trend toward          
self-reliance that might be accelerating as globalist forces of         
oppression become more intrusive to the lives of everyday         
individuals.  

Just this month I read about another town in Mexico that           
organized to resist the integration of “smart city” infrastructure into          
their historical architecture and environment. They were distrustful        
of politicians who ensured that the project was simply to improve           
the services of their community (with bike paths, surveillance         
cameras, speed sensors, toll stations and free high-speed        
Internet). Concerned residents came to learn how much their         
officials cared: apparently proper permits were never obtained by         
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the National Institute of Anthropology and History that was put in           
place to oversee community projects. The smart city plan has          
been scrapped and might provide inspiration for the other 15          
towns that are slated to be caringly redesigned without community          
discussion. 

Fairfax, Virginia this month joined the ever-widening public outcry         
about the federally imposed 5G infrastructure beginning to roll out          
across the nation. Listen to some of the language used by one of             
the councilmen: 

After receiving increasing pressure from residents, the       
San Anselmo Town Council last week beefed up its         
ordinance on a 5-0 vote. In San Anselmo, people within 300           
feet of a proposed 5G antenna will be notified. If the           
applicant requests exceptions, the town is also entitled to         
employ an independent consultant at the expense of the         
applicant to evaluate exceptions. 

“I would support the changes, and I would encourage us          
to go as far as we possibly can — even if it means             
defying federal law,” San Anselmo Councilman Matt Brown        
said at the Sept. 25 meeting. He explained that Californians          
defied federal law in legalizing cannabis, and he sees this as           
a similar fight against the administration. 

“I don’t know what the safety gap is to avoid full-on war,            
but this is the beginning of a revolution and I wouldn’t           
mind taking the leadership role to defy the industry,” he          
said. 

Meanwhile, other U.S. states continue to defy federal prohibition         
of recreational cannabis as well as commercial hemp production.         
The distribution and use of CBD oil in particular has galvanized           
states that are prepared to obey a moral duty to heal the sick and              
alleviate the suffering of their citizens despite what any “higher          
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authority” federal government has to say about where CBD         
should be placed on its made-up schedule of dangerous drugs.          
Please visit the Tenth Amendment Center, as their site is an           
ongoing chronicle of the good news that too often fails to get            
reported across the media spectrum. 

This month we also saw the power of individual conscience          
supersede the blind lack of compassion and ability offered by the           
State. Elon Musk appears to be committed to taking matters into           
his own hands to finally solve the outrageous crisis that continues           
in Flint, Michigan nearly 5 years after it unfolded. Not only did he             
pledge to assist all schools, but he is building upon his previous            
statement to assist any other resident who tests above the FDA           
acceptable limit for contamination. 
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Well, someone has to do it. 

And perhaps that’s the real message. We can try to ignore the            
government and hope it just goes away (it has never done so            
willingly); we can design new forms of macro governance         
(possibly sliding into the same oppressive patterns we would         
otherwise fight against); or we can fulfill our true role as           
individuals capable of generosity where needed, cooperation       
where required, and sheer determination to be free even when all           
else fails. 

For additional on-the-ground community solutions in economics       
and security, please visit Derrick Broze’s essential article that         
appeared in Counter Markets Issue 11, “The Best Tools To          
Connect And Trade Directly With Your Neighbors.” 

Lastly, we would be remiss not to mention how the entire crypto            
sphere can help change the paradigm of governance and         
maintain civility without the coercion and violence of the State. I           
highly recommend Wendy McElroy’s latest article, “In a Stateless         
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Society Crypto is Law and Justice” which soundly argues against          
the assumption that chaos is guaranteed if the fundamentals of          
anarchy are pursued. 

Have you read about any other areas not listed where unique           
projects in governance might be a solid template for wider          
adoption?  
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

Hash Wars And The Hero’s Journey 

 

By Vin Armani  

In this article I am going to give insight into the attempted            
takeover of the development direction of Bitcoin Cash by         
CoinGeek and nChain. It is now clear that the plan has been in             
the works for at least a year (but likely much longer). With the             
planned Bitcoin Cash hard fork set to take place on November           
15th, Calvin Ayre (CEO of CoinGeek) and Craig Wright (Chief          
Scientist of nChain) have been preparing the Bitcoin community         
for an event that they are calling The Hash War. It’s a fitting             
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name, and understanding how this event came to pass helps us           
understand what it is and how we, as individual CryptoSavages,          
can position ourselves so as to benefit. 

 

The Counter Markets tagline is “Trends and Strategies For         
Maximum Freedom.” When we talk about “trends,” we are making          
a description of “where we are” and “how we got here.” When we             
discuss strategy, we are outlining a prescription for “getting from          
here to our destination.” That destination is “maximum freedom.”         
Figuring out where “here” is requires identifying patterns.  

A landmark is a visual pattern that helps you identify a point in             
space. Following a set pattern of landmarks gets you from where           
you are to where you want to be. A song is a pattern of notes. If                
you have a large mental data bank of musical patterns, you can            
quickly identify what song you are listening to. If the song itself is             
unfamiliar, but you have that large data bank, you can likely pick            
out the genre of the song being played. With that information, you            
can generally make predictions about what is likely to occur next           
in the song.  
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Profitable investment – accurately identifying trends and following        
strategies – is all about accruing a large data bank of useful            
patterns. Studying history and economics is, of course, crucial for          
investors and entrepreneurs alike. However, there is one pattern         
(some might even argue that it is THE “meta-pattern”) that, when           
you see it, let’s you know that something very important is           
happening. That pattern is The Hero’s Journey, also called The          
Monomyth. 

The term “The Hero’s Journey” was codified and popularized by          
Dr. Joseph Campbell, who spent his professional academic        
career as a professor of Literature and Comparative Religion at          
Sarah Lawrence College in New York. It was in Campbell’s 1949           
work The Hero With A Thousand Faces that the pattern of the            
hero’s journey (what Campbell called “the monomyth”) was fully         
articulated for the first time. In the introductory pages of the book,            
Campbell describes this pattern, which as the title of the book           
infers, is seen time and time again in the most important stories in             
all times and all places. 

A hero ventures forth from the world of common day into a            
region of supernatural wonder: fabulous forces are there        
encountered and a decisive victory is won: the hero comes          
back from this mysterious adventure with the power to         
bestow boons on his fellow man. 

In laying out this pattern, Campbell draws on Carl Jung’s          
exploration of mythological archetypes and the literary and        
religious traditions of cultures from ancient Egypt and India to          
modern-day America. Campbell lays out a pattern of steps taken          
during a hero quest. In fact, it is because we see an individual             
taking these steps that we are able to identify them as a hero.             
This exact pattern is reflected in the stories of Christ and The            
Buddha, but also in The Lord Of The Rings, Harry Potter, and The             
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Matrix (not to mention every superhero comic book). The story is           
told time and time again and, amazingly, not only does it never            
get old, but human beings have an insatiable desire to be told the             
story again and again and again. Nowhere is that more apparent           
to those alive today than in the phenomenon of Star Wars. 

 

Star Wars is perhaps the most successful movie franchise of all           
time when measured by the total sales of “all things Star Wars.”            
The franchise has been a cultural force since the first movie was            
released in 1977. It was purchased by Disney and new movies           
are still being made (the 9th movie is scheduled for release in            
December of 2019). In terms of box office revenue, Star Wars is            
number 2, after the Marvel cinematic universe. But, that is not           
adjusted for inflation. Return of The Jedi, the last film in the            
original trilogy, was released in 1983, when the average price of a            
movie ticket was $3. Incidentally, the top 10 highest grossing          
movie franchises of all time use the hero’s journey narrative          
structure. Those 10 are: 
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1. Marvel Cinematic Universe 
2. Star Wars 
3. Harry Potter 
4. James Bond 
5. The Lord Of the Rings 
6. The Fast And The Furious 
7. X-Men 
8. Spider-Man 
9. Batman 
10. Pirates Of The Caribbean 

What does this pattern tell us? It tells us that if you want to tell a                
story that lots of people want to hear, you should use the hero’s             
journey pattern. George Lucas said as much when giving an          
award to Joseph Campbell in the mid ‘80s. Lucas’ own words in            
the recording of that event speak for themselves. 

About 10 years ago I set out to write a children’s film. I had              
an idea of doing a modern fairy tale and stumbled across           
The Hero With A Thousand Faces. After reading more of          
Joe’s books, I began to understand how I could do this. It            
was a great gift and a very important moment. It’s possible           
that if I hadn’t run across that, I would still be writing Star             
Wars today. 

One of the important, but least understood aspects of Campbell’s          
thesis is the idea, building upon Jung, that the hero’s journey           
pattern is some sort of human instinct. He goes almost so far as             
to say that this pattern is written into our DNA, perhaps as a tool              
to identify those people who will most benefit society and as a            
“map” to potentially become one of those people should an          
individual so desire. In any case, we all are constantly, whether           
consciously or unconsciously, playing this pattern out in our own          
lives. We can’t help but pay attention to the pattern of the hero’s             
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journey. For most of us, however, we don’t know what we are            
watching, just that we can’t look away. However, once we know           
that we are looking at the hero’s journey, we have a very detailed             
map of the territory. We can identify where we are in the story             
(current trends) and what steps to take next (best strategy). And           
that brings us to The Hash Wars set to come to a climactic point              
this month and potentially change the entire landscape of Bitcoin. 

Games (investment and entrepreneurship are games) are       
patterns of behavior. Winning at games requires pattern        
recognition. You must identify what game you are in and what           
position you are in within that game. Those who are experienced           
in playing games can quickly determine what next move will give           
them the highest chance of future success. At least this is true in             
finite games.  

Finite games are those games with a finite number of rules: how            
long the game lasts (when and how a winner is declared), what            
moves can be made, how many players can play at once, etc.            
Chess is a finite game. So are all sports. However, there is also             
another class of game … the infinite game.  

In infinite games the rules can (and will) be changed in the middle             
of play, there is no set time limit, and new players are constantly             
entering and leaving the game. An example of an “infinite game”           
is World Of Warcraft. Business is an infinite game, so is           
government. There are businesses and governments that have        
been in existence since before everyone currently alive was born          
and will still be here when everyone now on Earth is dead. In             
infinite games “the name and faces change, but the game stays           
the same.” The point of a finite game is to win and winning is              
easily defined. The point of an infinite game is to survive so that             
you can continue playing. In an infinite game, no one can ever            
“win” in any decisive and permanent manner. 
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Calvin Ayre, the multibillionaire head of CoinGeek, is a poker          
player. In fact, Calvin in a meta-poker player. He made his fortune            
by founding Bodog, the revolutionary online gaming company that         
dominated that market in the years before heavy regulation of the           
industry. Calvin was not just involved in online casinos and poker,           
but he branched out into sports betting and even created a mixed            
martial arts league. He is one of the most successful individuals of            
all time in the realm of finite games. He knows how to play them              
(at the lunch I had with him and several other Bitcoin Cash            
personalities in Hong Kong the topic quickly turned to poker) and           
he knows how to make money by facilitating other people playing           
them (by becoming “the house”). 

Playing a finite game with a finite strategy is stable. Playing an            
infinite game with an infinite strategy is stable. Playing an infinite           
game with a finite strategy leads inevitably to instability. “War” is           
the name we assign to the state of highest instability in human            
society. 

CoinGeek is a mining company. It currently holds approximately         
25% of the active hash rate on the Bitcoin Cash network. This is             
not to say that it is all the hash power available to the operation.              
This is just the amount of active processor power currently online. 

BMG Pool, which is run by nChain (a company funded by Calvin            
Ayre and headed by Craig Wright) holds approximately 15% of          
the current active hash rate on Bitcoin Cash. Craig Wright himself           
runs SV Pool, which has about 5% of total hash rate. Miners are             
able to mine new bitcoins roughly relative to their percentage of           
hashpower on the network. This means that currently, about 45%          
of all newly mined BCH is owned by CoinGeek and nChain.  

If a single entity gains a majority of hash rate, that miner can then              
launch what are called “51% attacks.” These vary in their          
specifics, but their basic function is to “rewrite” Bitcoin’s         
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immutable ledger. In most cases, a miner that has spent the           
considerable capital required to obtain 51% of the hashrate on a           
valuable chain – on BCH this is going to be an investment of             
hundreds of millions of dollars – would not do a 51% attack since             
doing so would, ostensibly, cause a loss in investor confidence in           
the chain and subsequently a drop in price. A miner with so much             
“skin in the game,” according to traditional wisdom, would have no           
incentive to do anything except protect the value of the chain by            
preventing 51% attacks.  

The traditional wisdom recognizes Bitcoin as an infinite game and          
is using infinite strategy. Calvin Ayre is a master of finite strategy. 

 

If Bitcoin was a finite game, how would a miner “win”? He would             
win in very much the same way that someone wins playing a            
similar finite game. Some good analogues are poker and         
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Monopoly. The most apropos in this case is probably the board           
game Risk. A brief description of this class of finite games goes            
something like: 

A group of players sit down at a table, each in possession of             
some percentage of the total pool of resources. Players         
attempt to take resources from the other players until         
eventually only one player has 100% of the total pool of           
resources. That player is the winner. 

If mining was a finite game, then the total pool of resources would             
be hash power. A “winning miner” would be one who held 100%            
of the hash power on the most highly valued chain. Holding           
hashpower on a worthless chain isn’t winning. It isn’t enough. In           
order to truly be the winner in the mining finite game you need to              
have 100% of the hashpower on the most expensive chain. At           
that point, the finite player believes, no one could ever compete           
with you because the amount of profit you are making with each            
block allows you to add hashpower faster than any competitor, in           
a kind of perpetual motion machine. 

In the finite game of Bitcoin mining the rules are fairly simple. 

1. You cannot prevent other players from playing. 
2. Your only means of attack is rewriting a chain. You must           

have over 51% of hashpower on that chain to attack. 
3. Attacking a chain makes it less desirable. This decreases         

the chain’s value and, therefore, its price. 

At first glance, this seems an unwinnable game. In order to keep            
your chain valuable, you need to gain a majority of hashpower to            
assure that no outside player comes in and attacks the chain. To            
do that you either need to team up with other players in a coalition              
or acquire the hashpower yourself. If you take your hashpower off           
of your own chain to attack another chain (to bring its value down             
relative to your own) then you leave your own chain more           
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vulnerable to attack. Calvin Ayre and Craig Wright found a          
strategy to win the finite game of miner dominance. It requires the            
level of deep understanding of Bitcoin possessed by Craig Wright. 

Bitcoin forks. Up until this point, the way that most people           
understand Bitcoin forks is in the context of the many different           
coins in the marketplace. The most well-known fork was that of           
Bitcoin and Bitcoin Cash where two networks were born from a           
single source. Each network had the same genesis block and          
history up to the fork. After the fork, the two networks continued            
on independent from one another, with differing rule sets. In fact,           
the split was conducted in such a way that the two networks could             
not even communicate with one another. If a miner running          
Bitcoin Core software (BTC) and a miner running Bitcoin ABC          
software (BCH) connected to one another, any transactions one         
machine attempted to relay would be rejected by the other          
machine as automatically invalid. This is due to a function called           
“replay protection.”  

The node software “stamps” each transaction with an identifying         
piece of data that makes the transaction only valid on the network            
running that particular rule set. Otherwise, the transaction could         
“accidentally” get broadcast to both networks and even though I          
was just trying to send you 1 BCH, I would have also sent you 1               
BTC. The transaction would have “replayed” on a network I had           
no intention of connecting with. Remember, in Bitcoin, one of the           
rules is that you cannot prevent other miners from joining your           
network. You have no control over what software they are          
running. Replay protection is the way to separate one software          
fork from another and create a “new” blockchain and, by          
extension, a new coin. 

CoinGeek uses replay as a weapon. On November 15th, there is           
a planned “hard fork” taking place on the Bitcoin Cash network.           
Bitcoin ABC, the developer of the most widely used Bitcoin Cash           
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node software implementation has made alterations to the rule set          
that will create incompatibilities with any nodes running the         
existing ruleset. What this means is that any nodes (such as           
miners) that do not upgrade their software to match the rules in            
the new ABC version will not be able to create new blocks on the              
same blockchain as those nodes with updated software.        
However, those non-updated nodes will still be able to create a           
“forked” blockchain with other nodes that have not upgraded. That          
forked blockchain will be shorter (have less proof of work)          
because, ostensibly, less nodes will be running the old rule set. In            
Bitcoin, if there are multiple blockchains on a single network, the           
chain that gets followed by other nodes is the longest chain – the             
chain with the most proof of work. Even a node following the old             
rule set, because there is no replay protection, will still be able to             
relay new incoming transactions to and from upgraded nodes. So,          
a transaction sent to an upgraded BCH node can still end up in             
the forked blockchain being built by the non-upgraded nodes. 

The ability to create two blockchains in a single network is           
CoinGeek’s path to dominance in the finite miner game. It is all            
about rule #3 

Attacking a chain makes it less desirable. This decreases         
the chain’s value and, therefore, its price. 

CoinGeek and nChain have created a new node software         
implementation, called Bitcoin SV (Satoshi’s Vision), which       
essentially uses the existing rule set, with some minor changes.          
This ensures that, come November 15th, there will be a chain split            
within the BCH network. The nodes following the new ABC rule           
set will have a chain. The miners who did not upgrade will have a              
chain (which will be small and worthless).  

CoinGeek and nChain will, at first, be the only people mining the            
SV rule set. No other major miner has decided to run their SV             
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software. Most importantly, the blockchain as it exists at the time           
of the fork and every incoming transaction that follows the existing           
rule set (most normal “cash” transactions) will be replayed across          
all of the nodes and, by extension, all of the chains. So, the state              
of the network will be 2 or more blockchains. Most of the            
transactions – particularly the most important and valuable        
transactions, such as withdrawals from exchanges – will be         
mirrored in all chains.  

Now, let’s go back and look at the rules for the finite miner             
dominance game. 

1. You cannot prevent other players from playing. 
2. Your only means of attack is rewriting a chain. You must           

have over 51% of hashpower on that chain to attack. 
3. Attacking a chain makes it less desirable. This decreases         

the chain’s value and, therefore, its price. 

CoinGeek will have essentially 100% dominance on what we can          
call the BCH-SV chain. All that is left is to attack the BCH-ABC             
chain to such a degree that it is worthless and all faith is lost in its                
accuracy. This will force anyone who wants to use the BCH           
network to point at the only accurate blockchain left, the BCH-SV           
chain. Miners will be forced to either mine a different network or            
change their mining nodes over to the SV ruleset. It’s just a            
numbers game. It’s almost assured that CoinGeek will be able to           
muster a majority of hash power across the whole network.  

So, let’s play the numbers out and give each hashpower          
percentage a value of 1. Let’s assume that CoinGeek has the           
ability to muster 60% of the total hash power on the network for             
the duration of the battle. 

BCH Network Forks 

BCH-SV: 60sv 
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BCH-ABC: 40abc 

 

CoinGeek Attacks 

BCH-SV: 39sv 

BCH-ABC: 40abc / 21sv 

At this point, CoinGeek is rewriting the BCH-ABC blockchain,         
making it useless. Without hashpower coming in from outside, the          
battle is over almost as quickly as it began. There is nothing the             
ABC miners can do. Their rigs are running. They are paying for            
electricity, and mining essentially worthless coins. Coordinating       
an attack against SV is useless, because CoinGeek can just          
move their hashpower back to defend themselves and continue         
attacking the reduced hashpower that would result from the         
attacking party abandoning the BCH-ABC chain. 

The only significant hashpower that could come in from outside          
would be from Bitmain, the overall most dominant miner in crypto           
and a holder of more than 1 million BCH. However, it is unlikely             
that Bitmain would pull hash power off of BTC to attack the SV             
chain as this would, potentially, leave no reliable chains and tank           
the price of their own BCH holdings. Bitmain can’t afford to do            
anything that would shake investor confidence in their company         
as they are in the middle of a massive and contentious IPO.            
CoinGeek is playing a game of mutually assured destruction. Like          
any good poker player, Calvin Ayre isn’t just playing the hand; in            
the case of Jihan Wu (CEO of Bitmain) he is “playing the man.” 

Some percentage of existing BCH miners will take their hash          
power elsewhere. Others will capitulate and switch to the SV          
ruleset. The threat of another hash war will be ever present and            
CoinGeek and nChain will be in complete control of the rule set            
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for the foreseeable future, able to change it in ways and on            
occasions that maintain their dominance. 

But … Bitcoin is an infinite game. 

The entire value proposition of Bitcoin is that it is a system that             
prevents a party from censoring transactions. Bitcoin is valuable         
because it is a system where, when the network is functioning           
correctly, no party can make arbitrary changes to the ledger and           
have those changes remain permanent. In fact, Bitcoin punishes         
those who would arbitrarily change the blockchain by making their          
blocks invalid and thereby making the energy spent acquiring that          
block a complete loss. The point of an infinite game is to keep             
playing. 

It may very well be that, for a time, the market decides that there              
is value in a version of Bitcoin where a single actor has the ability              
to censor transactions. CoinGeek may very well end this battle          
with a majority hash rate on the network. They will also have            
displayed to the market that they are willing to use their hash rate             
to attack miners who are otherwise behaving in a benign manner           
– honest miners.  

In the last sentence of the introduction of the Bitcoin white paper,            
Satoshi said: 

The system is secure as long as honest nodes collectively          
control more CPU power than any cooperating group of         
attacker nodes. 

In the infinite game that is Bitcoin, the network with the most            
sustained value is the most secure network. Whether or not a           
network is secure is a subjective measure. What the Hash War           
will show is that Calvin Ayre and Craig Wright are individuals who            
are willing to create instability and insecurity in a network if it            
means they can win a finite game of their own creation, one which             
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no one else has any interest in playing and which benefits no one             
except Calvin Ayre and Craig Wright. 

How does this relate to the hero’s journey? Craig Wright has fully            
embraced his place in this narrative. He proudly sees himself as           
Darth Vader (presumably to Calvin’s Palpatine). 

 

If we know who the players are and we know the pattern (the             
story), we can see that we are at the point in Episode III -              
Revenge Of The Sith, when Palpatine with Vader gains control of           
“the network” and The Republic becomes The Empire. But we          
also know that isn’t the end of the story. There is still so much              
more to tell. In front of you is a map for your own actions and also                
a way to be able to spot when A New Hope emerges. You can              
decide what role you will play in the new Bitcoin. A great change             
is on the horizon.  
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SELF-SUFFICIENCY 

Simple Guide To Practical Prepping  

 

By Kevin Samson 

Whether it’s for short-term emergencies or long-term disaster and 
collapse scenarios, a solid regimen of practical prepping is a 
cornerstone of maintaining one’s independence and freedom.  

One of the best places to start developing a simple but effective            
plan is by looking at the items that are proven to disappear first             
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during difficult times. From here, we can create a type of scalable            
plan to prepping which offers a simple reference point for          
establishing incremental goals. 

There is probably no better modern case study for this than the            
situation in Venezuela. Here we have a nation that went from           
relative prosperity to complete destitution in a matter of a few           
years. I would first point you to an ongoing series written by a             
man named Jose Martinez who has been documenting his         
experiences during the widespread social and economic collapse.        
It’s a harrowing account of incremental decline that eventually         
transforms from prepping to flat-out survival, but he offers a          
familiar starting narrative to anyone considering the path toward         
self-sufficiency. 

 

Jose describes himself as a well-educated, middle-class, and a         
fairly recent adherent to the prepping mindset. His prepping         
began in earnest with news that his first child was on the way. It              
was at this point that he began to consider the various life            
emergencies that could erupt. What if the car breaks down? What           
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if the electricity temporarily fails? Such considerations led him to          
have a decent stockpile of non-perishable food and basic first aid           
supplies, as well as a generator.  

These basics would include items such as: 

● Wide range of canned goods 
● Salt 
● Sugar 
● Coffee 
● Toilet paper 
● All hygiene items 
● Over-the-counter and prescription medications, as well as       

natural medicines 
● Alcohol (can be used in barter even if you don’t drink) 
● Cigarettes (same) 
● Batteries 
● Candles and matches 
● Flashlights 
● Water and/or water filters 

These were the concerns of someone who identified a need to be            
self-sufficient and was taking action to become prepared for any          
basic inconveniences that might affect his ability to provide for his           
family. From there, he added the following: 

● A Duxtop portable induction cooktop 
● A cheap used game for the kids to play and leave my            

computer alone so he could take up freelancing 
● A HAM radio 
● A range of construction tools for repairs and projects 
● Self-defense items 

The most important conclusion he offers after the eventual food          
rationing, rioting, and ensuing violence is that “My family did not           
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suffer the impact so severely as many others just because we           
made the necessary financial and food preparations.” 

A good way that I personally found to begin the journey toward            
scalable prepping is to create a custom bug-out bag. This          
necessarily contains many of the items above and helps to          
establish a baseline for wider at-home prepping. It also forces you           
to think about exactly what is most important to you day in and             
day out.  

 

A solid bug-out bag gives immediate comfort that you are able to            
cover the basics of survival for at least 3-5 days under most            
circumstances. I keep one at home for each of my family           
members and a larger one in my car just to offer added flexibility. I              
happen to live in an area where road conditions can change           
dramatically in an instant, so having a bug-out bag on hand           
avoids panic scenarios. Sure enough, I’ve already been in         
situations where a road closes and I’m stuck for hours on end with             
not a store in sight. It’s not me going from car to car asking if               
anyone has water or a snack. 
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After securing a workable 3-5 day plan, then you will have a clear             
path to the next stage of developing a 2-4 week full prep plan for              
you and your entire family. There are endless websites that          
provide step-by-step details for each of the areas offered above,          
as well as requirements for each timeframe. Probably the best          
I’ve found that offers clear and simple tutorials for any level is            
Survivalist101.com. 

Once the physical concerns are addressed, then one can begin to           
progress from imminent emergency to short term and on to          
long-term scenarios. Preparing for financial disasters (government       
created or through life misfortune), must be another pillar of          
maintaining independence. These types of emergencies can be        
anything from environmental disasters to medical emergencies to        
job loss or divorce. 

 

Diversity is the key here. With diversity comes flexibility. As any           
reader knows, we are steadfastly committed to cryptocurrency.        
However, we hold stores of precious metals as well as junk silver            
for another form of backup if things go awry. Even maintaining           
multiple stores of fiat currencies is advisable.  
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When it comes to personal finance, I find that being organized           
goes a long way toward preparation. Do you know where all of            
your important financial documents are? Do you have a fixed          
monthly budget that you keep on file to look at in real-time? How             
much of that budget can you safely devote to your prepping           
items? And what percentage of that number goes toward each          
aspect of prepping? Have you accounted for uncontrollables such         
as inflation or fiat currency trends when establishing long-term         
financial goals? (That target monthly retirement number might not         
be correct if you have miscalculated this aspect.) Have you done           
everything in your power to reduce your tax burden? (Please see           
the essential strategies for this in Counter Markets Issue 4).  

Even if you are the biggest optimist in the world, it is important to              
allow yourself to consider the worst-case financial scenarios that         
we all dread if we are to create our own best insurance against             
personal collapse. 

Finally, one of the most overlooked aspects to basic prepping is           
the development of one’s DIY skills. It is an area that we continue             
to emphasize in this publication. Whether it is gaining knowledge          
of urban agriculture, or how to bring to water filtration, energy           
production and communications to rural areas, on-the-ground       
skills are paramount in maintaining adaptability under any        
circumstance. So, too, is the acquisition of high-tech proficiency in          
skills like 3D printing and desktop manufacturing, coding and         
other aspects of web development and online media, mesh         
networks and internet communications protocols, cryptocurrency      
and blockchain contracts and businesses. 

Any possible way that you can earn money or barter for items and             
skills inside or outside of the traditional economy could become          
priceless as the unprepared scramble for solutions. 
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WEALTH 

A Correction Is Coming But It Won’t Be The Apocalypse 

 

By Jeff Paul 

I used to be a collapsitarian. 

Merriam-Webster defines a collapsitarian as “one who believes        
that society will collapse due to rapid economic and         
environmental degradation.” 
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The Urban Dictionary describes how someone becomes a        
collapsitarian: 

Become a libertarian for a few months until you realize the           
whole system is messed up, then move on to anarchy where           
you want to change the system, shortly after that become a           
collapsitarian and sit back and watch while it all burns. 

Personally, I fantasized that, at any moment, the dollar or the           
markets would melt down dramatically and result in an economic          
apocalypse that offers the opportunity to rebuild with more         
freedom. I don't believe that anymore. 

Yes, there will be market corrections, recessions and resets in the           
near future. But, in my opinion, the value of assets (measured in            
fiat money) will continue to melt up and normies will continue to            
buy Doritos to keep the economy plugging along for the          
foreseeable future. 

Two major events helped me see things more optimistically:         
experiencing the financial crisis of 2008 as a real estate          
developer; and living through a severe hurricane on a remote          
island. 
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No power line was spared 

As an international real estate developer, the 2008 financial crisis          
cut me deep. For some in my field, it felt like the apocalypse. Yet              
it wasn't the end of the world. People stubbornly kept pursuing           
their desires and self-interest despite having less net worth and          
fewer financing options and customers. I survived and adapted by          
switching my focus to more promising industries. 

After traveling and living abroad in the tropics for several years,           
we landed in Hawaii in 2013. We figured if we're coming back to             
the United States, might as well come to paradise with a warm            
climate. In those days, I only owned one pair of pants (and I never              
wore them). The tropical climate and my profession only required          
cargo shorts and flip flops. 
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It was paradise until 2014. We experienced a powerful hurricane          
on the Big Island that scattered trees across every street and           
knocked out power for weeks in some areas. 

Because of my collapsitarian mindset, we had some preps like          
food and drinking water, rainwater collection for washing and         
flushing toilets, blackout kits with lanterns and flashlights, back-up         
propane for cooking, and other basic gear. At first I thought the            
island could fall into chaos. But the opposite happened. People          
rallied together. 

Volunteers clear roads 

Everyone who owned a chainsaw helped clear streets.        
Distribution stations were set up to pass out ice, water, and food.            
There were countless local volunteers and the Hawaii National         
Guard was assisting in a host of duties from directing traffic to            
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passing out supplies. Supplies were donated and flown in from as           
far as the mainland U.S. and China. 

Hurricane relief distribution center 

These events taught me that even huge crises are local, isolated           
to certain industries, and temporary. They showed me how         
resilient people are. They showed me that crises don't reduce          
human desires. And they showed me that as long as the capacity            
to fill those desires existed somewhere in the world, the economy           
would continue to evolve and move forward. 

Meltdown Doom and Gloom 

Peter Schiff, my favorite collapse theorist, was one of the few           
economists to predict the 2008 financial crisis. He recognized that          
low interest rates and easy mortgages were inflating an         
unsustainable real estate bubble. Schiff also understood that        
because Wall Street was pooling bad loans into mortgage-backed         
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securities with credit default swaps it meant the crisis would          
spread beyond housing. 

Schiff was spot on. But he's been wrong since the crisis. For ten             
years he's been saying a bigger crash is imminent. He's said to            
get out of US stocks and to dump the dollar. He will eventually be              
correct again, but if you followed his trading advice this past           
decade, you likely lost out on some tasty gains. Especially in the            
U.S. stock market, real estate, and Bitcoin. 

Every week his podcast cheers bad economic news like a          
weatherman celebrating the “Storm of the Century.” Yet, I still          
value his forecasts because I want to know if I need an umbrella             
in my neighborhood (profession, investments, etc.). 

Is the economic “Storm of Our Lifetime” possible? Sure. Will it be            
the apocalypse or the collapse of civilization? Sorry, likely not. It           
may even provide some great opportunities for people smart         
enough to identify them. 

What Schiff didn't predict was the level of intervention the          
government central banks were willing to commit to defend the          
system. It turns out that they're willing to commit any amount of            
resources necessary. And now, since they believe their        
intervention worked to prevent an absolute collapse of the system          
in 2008, they will surely double down on bailouts and more           
stimulus during the next crisis. 

Lately, Schiff has been predicting a stock market crash. He is           
correct that the stock market is long overdue for a correction           
which could lead to another, bigger financial crisis. In fact, many           
growth companies are already trading 20-40% off their highs and          
there's been no crisis. 
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A few things happen when a stock market crash or any financial            
crisis occurs: 1) investors flee to perceived safe haven assets, 2)           
the dollar gains in value relative to shares of stock and, 3)            
Government and the Federal Reserve will inject whatever it takes          
to restore the public's confidence. 

US stocks are priced in dollars. A weaker dollar results in higher            
asset prices. A stronger dollar is represented by more purchasing          
power (lower prices) across asset markets. In other words, if you           
can purchase more Amazon shares with your dollars today than          
you could yesterday, your dollars are more valuable relative to          
that asset. 

The value in the stock market doesn't evaporate. It moves to           
other assets. Capital is always relentlessly flowing to the most          
promising holding pools. 
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Schiff often predicted that the markets would crash if the Fed           
raised interest rates and stopped quantitative easing (money        
printing to buy assets Schiff often refers to as heroin the economy            
depends on). It makes sense. It seems like Schiff would be right,            
but it hasn't happened. 

The US dollar is unlikely to gain too much strength against major            
asset classes over the longer term because the government is          
committed to inflationary policies with runaway national debt,        
artificially low interest rates, unfunded promises and the prospect         
of more stimulus. 

Schiff may be correct that another crisis is looming. And it may            
even be bigger than the 2008 crisis. But it will not be a             
Venezuela-style collapse. 

Collapsitarians must recognize that it took centuries for the         
Roman Empire to collapse. And Venezuela fell into hyperinflation         
after decades of horrible governance leading to a near total          
isolation and lack of confidence by outside investors combined         
with insane money printing. As bad as collapsitarians believe the          
U.S. to be, it's a long way from that type of predicament. 

Melt Up 

A melt up is “a dramatic and unexpected improvement in the           
investment performance of an asset class, driven partly by a          
stampede of investors who don't want to miss out on its rise,            
rather than by fundamental improvements in the economy.” 

Fiat money, sovereign debt, and fractional reserve banking seem         
like they cannot mathematically continue as designed. But,        
somehow, Japan has managed to stay afloat with 240%         
debt-to-GDP and negative interest rates. Again, the US dollar has          
a long way to go before a collapse in confidence. 
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U.S. consumer purchasing power is purposely eroded by around         
2% per year as mandated by the Fed's stated inflation targets.           
And higher costs for everything priced in dollars seems inevitable,          
including assets, because more dollars are seeking refuge in         
anything more valuable than the inflating fiat. 

Without even trying to hide it, central banks have been printing           
money out of thin air specifically to buy U.S. stocks and other            
assets. 

An outstanding article in Quartz reports how the Swiss National          
Bank has “invested a quarter more than its entire economy          
produces in a year” in assets: 

Since the financial crisis of 2008, central banks around the          
world have printed money and purchased assets as an         
aggressive way to stimulate the economy. But none more so          
than the Swiss National Bank (SNB). 

The SNB has $836 billion of assets on its balance sheet.           
This isn’t huge as far as central banks go. The Federal           
Reserve, the European Central Bank (ECB), and the Bank of          
Japan (BOJ) all have five to six times that amount on theirs;            
the Fed alone has assets of $4.5 trillion (pdf). But the SNB’s            
balance sheet is striking compared to the size of the Swiss           
economy. The totality of the assets held by the Fed, the           
ECB, and the BOJ’s work out to 23%, 40%, and 90% of their             
countries’ annual GDP, respectively; the SNB’s assets are a         
full 127% of the Swiss GDP. 

That means that the SNB has invested a quarter more than           
its entire economy produces in a year. 

How the SNB has invested this money is even more striking.           
In an attempt to devalue the Swiss franc in 2015, the SNB            
invested 94% of its balance sheet outside of Switzerland.         
But it hasn’t just invested in normal central-bank investments         
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like safe state-backed securities. The Fed, for example, has         
55% in US government bonds and 40% in mortgage-backed         
securities backed by government-sponsored enterprises. 

But the SNB has invested almost 20% in equities, and more           
than half of that in US equities. The SNB has an $88 billion             
portfolio of US equities, which equals about 0.3% of the US           
stock market. 

Remember what I learned from those crises: “as long as the           
capacity to fill those desires existed somewhere in the world, the           
economy would continue to evolve and move forward.” 

As long as a single central bank, no matter where it is located,             
has the capacity to print fiat money with the intention of           
accumulating assets, the melt up of asset prices will continue in           
targeted areas. 

Predictions and Wildcards 

I expect low interest rates and easy money to continue inflating           
asset prices. In the event of a crisis, I expect President Trump            
and the Fed to print whatever it takes to “win.” Therefore, I expect             
near-term corrections to be mild and isolated (as seen with          
Amazon's recent stock correction) or contained to certain regions. 

That said, the U.S. stock market and real estate market are           
overdue for a 20-40% correction. It has been melting up for a            
decade following bailouts and quantitative easing. A correction        
will be healthy and won't lead to a global depression, but it may             
sting temporarily for people in these industries and for         
investor/consumer confidence. 

Wildcards 

Some wildcard events could change my view. Strict tariffs and          
sanctions which restrict the flow of resources that could offset          
corrections. For example, if Chinese citizens were discouraged        
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from buying U.S. real estate like they have been in Canada, it            
could prolong a potential real estate crash. 

War is another wildcard. Collapse seems much more probable if          
war, or trade wars, break out between super powers. 

In my opinion, the only force strong enough to cause the broad            
collapse of civilization are planetary catastrophes like a meteor         
strike, a Yellowstone eruption, or a CME from the sun. 

In all scenarios, investing in yourself and assets you find valuable           
is the best approach to survive and thrive during corrections. 
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BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS 

 

October turned out to be the second semi-calm month in a row for             
Bitcoin. We started the month out around $6600, and bounced          
between $6300 and $6900 for the entire month. The stability and           
price floor being established here is very encouraging, as Bitcoin          
solidifies its position as the reserve currency of the crypto market.  

Launching this month is a new Bitcoin futures platform called          
Bakkt. The Bakkt platform is owned by the ICE, which also owns            
the New York Stock Exchange. What makes this futures contract          
different than the others trading right now, is that it’s a           
cash-settled contract. Most futures contracts are just paper        
contracts, meaning they derive their value based on the         
underlying asset price. The Bakkt futures are going to settle using           
physical Bitcoin, meaning those coins need to come out of          
circulation daily in order to honor the contract settlement. With a            
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finite supply of Bitcoin, this new level of demand could very well            
send prices shooting higher.  

We also have news from TD Ameritrade that they’ve partnered          
with ErisX, and plan to offer regulated crypto trading to their 11            
million customers, with over $1.2 trillion in assets. In addition to           
TD Ameritrade, we have Fidelity, Citigroup, Morgan Stanley, and         
Goldman all getting into the crypto industry.  

The groundwork is being laid rapidly here to open the doors to            
crypto at many major brokerage firms. Once it’s ready, you can           
expect Wall Street to jump on board now that they’re in a position             
to profit from individual investors. When Bitcoin was outside of          
mainstream finance, it was shunned, declared “immoral,” and        
claimed to only be useful for criminals. But now that the financial            
institutions are lined up to take their piece of the pie, you can bet              
they’ll be promoting the virtues of Bitcoin, how it’s the wave of the             
future, and how consumer demand is through the roof, and so           
on… And we have Facebook and Google both reversing their          
previous ban on crypto advertising, which is very convenient         
timing.  

We still have the Bitcoin ETF decision that’s being held up by the             
SEC, and indications are it could be held up well into 2019. But             
for now the institutional brokerage houses are setting up their own           
solutions to bring cryptocurrency to their clients.  

What these institutional accounts offer (aside from painful        
regulatory compliance, KYC, AML, and high fees), is peace of          
mind for the average investor. The average investor is afraid to           
own Bitcoin in a wallet on their computer. Computers crash, they           
get hacked, stolen, etc. In addition, passwords get forgotten,         
private keys get lost, or stored incorrectly. With Bitcoin, the          
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burden of direct ownership is too high for the average investor.           
While those of us who value personal freedom see the outright           
ownership and responsibility as incredibly valuable, the       
mainstream investor sees this as risky. They want their Bitcoin in           
an account that’s insured, regulated, and safeguarded by a         
well-known name in the financial industry. It’s taken a few years,           
but it looks like the hand-holding solution is just about here for            
everyone.  

For those of you who don’t own any Bitcoin, we suggest using            
Coinbase to take your first position.  

Be careful with your position sizing; don’t invest more than you’re           
comfortable losing. Also expect major volatility, with possible price         
swings of 50% or more in a matter of days.  

 

Silver Update 

 

Silver continued to stabilize last month, bouncing between $14.30         
on the low end, and $14.80 on the high end. For the past 3              
months now silver has held above $14, and it looks to be putting             
in a solid floor at that level.  
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We’ve also seen the first signs of life in a while from the gold and               
platinum markets, as investors ran to these metals during recent          
stock market sell-offs last month. It looks like market volatility is           
on the rise again, which usually means an influx of capital towards            
safe havens like gold and silver.  

The S&P 500 dropped about 7% in October, while gold rallied           
about 2%. Silver managed to stay flat, but still performed far           
better than the overall market by not declining at all.  

Also, for the first time in over a decade, we’re seeing central            
banks increase their accumulation of gold. When this happens it          
creates a noticeable impact on the gold market, and usually silver           
moves along with it. The reserve bank of India, the central bank of             
Russia, and central bank of Hungary all added to their gold           
reserves last month, with Hungary increasing its holdings 10-fold.         
Central banks know that gold is a useful hedge against economic           
chaos; and with a worldwide asset bubble blowing up daily, the           
countries with substantial gold reserves are far more likely to          
survive the pop.  

In addition to this, we also have political unrest and social           
divisiveness in the U.S., which is now becoming severe enough          
that it’s causing talk of trade wars, tax cuts, tax hikes, new            
regulations, deregulation, etc. The point is that there is a lot of            
uncertainty politically; and with the midterm elections coming up,         
equities markets could get rattled by any unexpected outcomes,         
and gold and silver could see continued interest as safe havens.  
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For those of you who don’t own any silver, low prices during times             
like this are the perfect chance to pick some up. You can find             
great prices from a trusted supplier at Money Metals Exchange. 
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SNEAK PEEK at next issue (December 5th 2018) 

TRENDS & FORECASTING 

The Impact Of The Coming Nanotechnology Revolution 

ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

Hash Wars And The Hero’s Journey: Part 2 

WEALTH 

Are Websites Still a Viable Asset Class? 

BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS 

Not a member? 

Click HERE to Join Counter Markets! 
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DISCLAIMER 

This newsletter is not investment, legal or tax advice. The          
information contained here is for educational and entertainment        
purposes only. If you are considering a significant investment into          
any assets or strategies mentioned here, it is best to consult a            
licensed professional. No links will contain affiliates that make         
costs higher for subscribers. 
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